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Executive Summary
Drivers for land values include stable to increasing real estate values, limited sales transactions
and steady demand.

· Generally, real estate values are stable to increasing through the first half of 2017.

· Limited supply has resulted in lower transaction volume year to date (YTD).

· Demand remains stable for land in most agricultural segments with trends differing
by area.

Northwest Trends

Agricultural property listings remain low,
with many transactions occurring between
landlords and tenants. Additionally, many
areas report increased investor interest in
quality agricultural properties.

The following graph illustrates farmland
values and numbers of sales transactions
included in Northwest FCS’ proprietary real
estate sales database.

The number of sales shows a similar pace
from 2009-2015. The YTD 2017 number of
sales is significantly below the same period
in 2016, which reflects supply constraints,

not weak demand. Limited supply has
continued to anchor land values despite
concerns surrounding weaker commodity
prices and unfavorable weather patterns in
select areas.

The number of sales recorded for 2017 are
expected to increase as transactions are
verified and added to Northwest FCS’
database. The graph shows a large
increase in land values from 2016-17. This
information is based on limited sales data
and is expected to change with additional
sales transactions throughout the remainder
of 2017.
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State Trends

The graph below encompasses all land
types including pasture and range, irrigated
crop, dry crop and permanent plantings.
Land values show increases from 2014 to
current in Washington, Oregon and Idaho,
with a more level trend in Montana.

The significant increase seen in Washington
is attributed to several factors, most notably
sales of agricultural lands with strong
commercial/industrial potential and sales of
high-quality permanent-planting acreages.
Oregon has also seen some 2017 sales of
similar properties.

2017 Market Influences

Limited supply of good-quality, productive
agricultural land on the market, combined
with strong demand, has resulted in stable
to increasing land values for most property
types. Market participants continue to be
dominated by existing agricultural operators
with active interest from agricultural
investors.

The amount of property offered for sale
remains limited in most market areas. Both
irrigated and dry cropland values continue
to remain strong despite lower commodity
prices for many crops.
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Dairies: The milk market trend continues to
hover around breakeven with some
optimism for the last half of 2017. However:

· Feed costs are expected to rise in 2017.

· Demand for organic milk has waned
over the last year due to increased
production with reductions in new
contracts.

· Labor issues are at the forefront with
several dairies in Northwest Washington
converting to robotic milking systems.

Operations in other areas are researching
robotics as an alternative to conventional
systems. Several dairies throughout the
region upgraded barns, dairy equipment
and cow housing in the last year. The
market for dairies is narrow with a limited
number of listings.

Environmental issues are also a priority in
California and Washington state with
several dairies targeted by environmental
groups.

Some operations have shown interest in
Idaho as an alternative for expansion.
Competition continues for good-quality
farmland, which has limited the participation
of the dairy industry in the open market.

Permanent plantings: Land values in
Central Washington fruit-growing areas are
generally stable to increasing. This is due to
purchases by integrated fruit operations with
strong motivation to develop future supplies.

Sales activity in Western and Southern
Oregon for properties with permanent
plantings and/or permanent planting
potential is strong. Interest from investors
continues to grow. Favorable crop prices
have driven expansion of wineries, hazelnut
and blueberry operations in Western

Oregon and Western Washington. The
vineyard market has improved in Western
Oregon with a significantly higher number of
sales transactions in the last two years.
Vineyard sales are strong and growers are
expanding production. Nursery conditions
are profitable and some existing operations
are looking to expand. High-quality irrigated
and dry land continues to be developed for
hazelnuts.

Timber: Timberland sales have been
limited so far this year. Wet weather has
likely contributed to fewer transactions than
normal. Housing starts and lumber prices
have been trending up, which should
provide support for the market.

Cattle/ranch: Inventory of high-quality
ranch properties remains low in many
areas. The most recent closed and pending
sales of complete ranches and pasture units
have all been at or above historical values.

Rural residences: The rural residential
market continues to show value
appreciation; having more modest trends
when compared to the single-family housing
market. Inventory is considered low with
short marketing times. Stable mortgage
rates have also contributed to the steady
market activity and stable prices for most
rural residential properties in the Northwest
markets.

Outlook for Market Conditions

Declining commodity prices and lower net
farm incomes remain a concern for land
values across the Northwest. However,
some commodities have rebounded
recently, providing optimism for land values.
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About Northwest FCS Appraisal
Services

Northwest FCS appraisers provide appraisal
services on rural properties throughout the
Northwest. The Appraisal Services
Department is continually researching sales
and tracking market data throughout Idaho,
Montana, Oregon and Washington. Market
data is compiled and analyzed using a
central database.

This report provides a macro look at trends
and market characteristics and does not
provide detail for specific areas and land
types. The report should not be used to
identify a value for a specific property. This
information is limited to only an analysis of
trends in identified land values within the
geographic area served by Northwest FCS.

Learn More

For more information or to share your
thoughts and opinions, contact the Business
Management Center at 866-552-9193 or
BMC@northwestfcs.com.

To receive email notification for this and
other market eNewsletters, visit
www.northwestfcs.com/subscribe or contact
the Business Management Center.


